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R. B. I. S. B. (OFFICER Gr. ‘B’ – DEPR)
P.Y. – 2016
(Duration—3 Hours)
(Maximum Marks—100)
PAPER II
DESCRIPTIVE TYPE

Instructions.—(1) Attempt any five questions.
(2) All questions carry equal marks.
(3) In case the candidate answered more than 5 questions,
only the first five answers will be evaluated and the rest
of the answers will be ignored.
(4) Each question should be answered on new page and the
question number must be written on the top left margin.
(5) The answers of parts of the same question, if any, should
be written together. In other words, the answer of another
questions should not be written in-between the Parts of
a question.
(6) Marks will be deducted for illegible hand writing.
(7) Answers will be evaluated on the basis of logic, brevity
and clarity in exposition.
(8) Answers must be written either in English or in Hindi.
However, all the questions should be answered in one
language only. Answer-books written partly in English
and partly in Hindi will not be evaluated.
(9) Candidate should use only Blue or Black ink pen/ball
point pen to write the answers.
(10) The Name, Roll No. and other entries should be written
in the answer-scripts at the specified places only and
these should not be written anywhere else in the answer
script and supplements.
1.

Critically explain Weber’s theory of Industrial location.

2.

Discuss the evolution of international monetary system from collapse of
the Bretton Woods arrangements in 1971. What are the features of
present international monetary system?

3.

Discuss the role played by modern digitization technologies in achieving
inclusive growth in India.

4.

Explain Critical Minimum Efforts thesis of economic growth.

5.

Examine the aftershocks of BREXIT. Find its implications on Indian
economy?

6.

Discuss the latest activities undertaken by the government to encourage
the manufacturing sector in India.

7.

Evaluate the recommendations of XIVth Finance Commission.

8.

Discuss the measures undertaken by the government recently to improve
the marketing of agricultural products in India.
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9.

What are the challenges faced by the public sector banks in the changing
environment due to privatization and globalization? What measures
do you suggest to overcome these challenges ?

10. Write notes on (any four) :—
(a)

Highlights of COP21

(b)

Golden age of Joan Robinson’s Model

(c)

Problem of lemon’s market

(d)

Leontief Paradox

(e)

Financial inclusion through Jan-Dhan Yojana

(f)

Recent trends in revenue impact of tax incentives.

